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Slavic has deficient pronouns (proDF) (A) whose order is determined by:  (1) Person Case Constraint: 
when DO and IO proDFs cooccur, if one of them is 3rd person it has to be the DO. We argue that Polish 
generally observes PCC, reformulated as Person Ordering Constraint (POC), allowing for pronoun 
order switching: (2) POC: in a combination of clitic pronouns, if there is 3rd person, it has to be last, 
(C, D, E). We follow (C, D, E), who submit that languages with proDFs observe POC but this fact is 
masked by pronoun switch. (C) proposes the structure for proDF licensing in (3a), where unvalued 
1st/2nd person features of proDF IO become valued against v{val π}. The second proDF (DO) has its [π] 
restricted to a default 3rd p. Sometimes (in Slovenian, Swiss Gm, or Polish) proDFs can reorder by 
moving to ApplP, see (3b):  
(3)  a. [vP v{val π} [ApplP proDF IO{π} [ Appl [VP V proDF DO{π}]]]] (standard POC) 

b. [vP v{val π} [ApplP proDF DO{π} [ proDF IO{π} [ Appl [VP V proDF DO{π}]]]]] (reverse POC) 
As this reordering happens below v{val π}, a reverse POC shows: proDF DO has its 1st/2nd [π] valued 
and proDF IO is restricted to 3rd p.  
Our Research hypotheses: (4) If POC applies to proDFs, their pairings with different person values 
should mostly comply with it. Unexpected pairings should result from pronoun reordering. (5) 
Freedom of order (driven by information structure) is expected within the pairings involving proDF 
and a strong pronoun. As substantial bulk of literature shows, Polish has proDFs (F, G, H, I, J, K, D, 
E). They differ from strong pronouns and regular NPs because they can’t: bear phrasal stress, stand 
in isolation, be modified by adjectives or constituent negation (7), etc. Furthermore, (I, J, K) observe 
that some 1st/2nd proDFs are maximally deficient: they cannot support person/number agreement, (8). 
Syntax-wise, Polish proDFs neither appear in one position in the clause nor have to cluster (G, H, I). 
Yet, when they do, they show effects of POC in (2) in (9). Our corpus search, (10), confirms our 
judgements: only 25% of the pairings allow for both orders (#3rd>2nd vs. 2nd>3rd). Under POC in (2), 
the primary ordering in (9d) is (2ndDO > 3rd IO), with the ApplP-internal proDF order swap, (3b). 
Otherwise 3rd IO proDF would block the valuation of [π] on 2nd ACC proDF as a defective intervener 
(L, M). Subsequent reordering via the scrambling of 3rd DAT mu above 2nd ACC cię takes place 
above vP: 
(6)  [vP IO{π} [ v{val π} [ApplP proDF DO{π} [ proDF IO{π} [ Appl [VP V proDF DO{π}]]]]]] (C: 305) 
Under (C), Polish proDFs, seem not to obey the POC, because they can use both short DO over IO 
movement below vP, (3b), and pronoun switch via scrambling above vP, (6). But Polish is not an 
outlier, as such proDF distribution fits the typology of POC languages in (C: 304) alongside Swiss 
Gm.  
Examples: 
(7) a. tylko *go/jego;     b. tylko *mu/jemu;    c. tylko *ci/tobie;     d. tylko ją;    e. tylko je 

a.only *proDF/himACC; b. only *proDF/himDAT; c. only *proDF/youDAT; d. only herACC; e. only 
themACC 

(8)  a.Naprawdę  mu-ś /go-ś        pokazał   vs. Naprawdę  mu/go        pokazałeś. 
really      himDAT+2SG/ACC+2SG showedM  vs. really     himDAT/himACC  showed2SG.M   

    ‘You-masc really showed him.’  
b.*Wczoraj   cię-śmy/ci-śmy         pokazali.  
Yesterday   youSG.ACC+1Pl/SG.DAT+1Pl  showedM  

vs.  Wczoraj  cię/ci              pokazaliśmy w kinie.    
yesterday youSG.ACC+1Pl/SG.DAT+1Pl  showed1Pl.M  in cinema  

  ‘We-masc showed you/me in the cinema yesterday.’ 
(9)  a. mi cię/*cię mi;     b. mi go/*?go mi;       c. ci go/*?go ci;     d. mu cię/cię mu 



a.1stdat 2ndacc/reverse; b.1stdat 3rdm.acc/reverse;  c.2nddat 3rdm.acc/rev;  d.3rdm.dat 2ndacc/rev 
 
(10) National Corpus of Polish (PELCRA search engine): number of hits for clitic clusters in 9a-c 
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